eLEAF is looking for an experienced

PHP Web developer
About eLEAF: Satellite data is changing the face of the earth and plays a vital role in the
management of natural resources, like water and crop. eLEAF mission is to leverage satellite
date and be the leading company is this domain. We have realized this vision over the last
15 years and continue to do so. A key part of our proposition is the continued development
of our Agri portal.

Role: You will participate in the development on our processing components and the
development of our Fieldlook platform for our clients. Aside from role development tasks,
you will contribute to specific projects, creating value for our clients and our planet. As this is
a key role in within eLEAF, we expect you to have a view on future developments and how
they can help to create more value. This position offers plenty of interesting challenges and
opportunity for professional development. You will be working in an inspiring work place with
motivated colleagues who like to make an impact on sustainable water use and the
improvement of agricultural production.
Key aspects:
Must: experienced in PHP, we use the Laravel PHP framework. Nice to know: user interface
experience (Javascript, jQuery as well as Service workers and indexedDB, CSS and HTML).
For supporting technology, we use SOAPUI, Git and PostgreSQL. We apply the Agile SCRUM
methodology. Fluency in English is prerequisite as eLEAF is an internationally operating
company, with customers from all over the world and employees from many different
countries.
You are: an enthusiastic developer and are not afraid of taking the initiative. You have
strategic and analytical insight and enjoy taking the lead in projects. With at least 5-10 years
of relevant working experience and MBO+/HBO degree, you understand the challenges of
developing high performance web services and applications.
We offer: competitive salary, good primary and secondary benefits; flexible working hours
with the option to work from home, requiring just two days in the week to be on-site to
sync with your teammates; an environment that stimulates and invests in your personal
development; you will need to be eligible to work in the Netherlands.
Interested? Your application has to be submitted before July 22th 2021 to Joske Borsboom:
joske.borsboom@eleaf.com . Please include a motivation letter with your CV.

